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Abstract—In Cave Automatic Virtual Environments
(CAVEs), a computer generated environment is projected all
around a user to fully immerse or eliminate all reference to the
real world. Typically, Virtual Reality (VR) CAVEs also track
and respond to the user’s physical orientation, movements
and gestures. Mixed reality environments instead focus on
combining real world objects with computer generated ones.
In this paper, we focus on the application of Augmented
Reality (AR) as a mixed reality technology via (or to)
mobile devices such as head-mounted devices, smart-phones
and tablets. We present the development of mixed reality
applications for mobile (smart-phone and tablet) devices
leading up to the implementation of an mixed reality (AR)
cubicle for immersive Three Dimensional (3D) visualizations.
We also present the results of a study on the familiarity
with both VR and AR technologies among students from two
institutions of tertiary education. The paper concludes with
a discussion of planned deployment and upgrade of mixed
reality cubicles using mobile VR equipment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) are

two technologies that are changing the future directions of

ubiquitous computing. Humans typically perceive and relate

with their surrounding environment using the five physiolog-

ical senses of sight, smell, touch, sound and taste, although

sight, sound and touch are more readily used. Reality may

be considered as a state of having existence, substance

or objects that may be actually experienced and/or seen

[1], while virtuality may be considered as having a virtual

view of objects, that is opposite of an idealistic, realistic or

notional view. This opposing relationship between reality on

the one hand and virtuality on the other hand is illustrated in

Figure 1, where the mixed-reality environment is in-between

the real and virtual ends of the continuum.

Traveling along the continuum from left to right repre-

sents diminishing reality (or reduction in real objects) and

increasing virtuality (increase in virtual objects) resulting in

the complete absence of real objects at the virtual end. In

other words, in VR, the environment is completely made

up of virtual objects. The continuum identifies two different

kinds of mixed reality, which are Augmented Reality (AR)

and Augmented Virtuality (AV). Unlike VR, in Augmented

Reality (AR), the goal is not to exclude the real objects but

to blend additional or computer generated information into

the real world. While in AV, the goal is to blend real objects

(data or information from real world) into a computer gener-

ated environment. In AR form of mixed-reality, special real

objects known as markers are typically used as place holders

that indicate the relative entry-points/positions and/or orien-

tation of virtual objects within a real environment. Typically,

the marker is a graphical image that should be recorgnised

at run-time from different distances, resolutions and angles.

From Figure 1, it is not difficult to imagine a hypothetical

central point of the continuum (between AR and AV) that

represent a situation of balance, or equal number of real and

virtual objects, [2] describes this as the point where it is no

longer possible to distinguish the real world from the virtual

world. In general, the mixed reality environment described

by the continuum may be simplified as the integration of

real and virtual objects as shown in Equation 1.

EMR =

∫
(R+ V ) (1)

Where EMR represents the mixed reality environment, R
the set of real objects and V the set of virtual objects. It

follows that

EMR =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ER, if V = 0

EAR, if R > V

EAV , if R < V

EV R, if R = 0

(2)

Where ER, EAR, EAV and EV R represent the Real, AR,

AV and VR environments respectively.

A. Virtual Reality (VR)

Apart from the presence of real versus absence of virtual

objects, [3] describes VR as a Three Dimensional (3D)

computer-generated simulation oriented environment that

allows users to interact at various levels in a more natural

manner using interface devices and peripherals such as 3D

eye-wear and trackers. An alternative and broader definition

portrays VR as a technology that attempts to provide 3D

interactions with a computer in new ways with emphasis

on the heightened use of the human senses of sight, sound
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Figure 1. Reality-Virtuality Continuum. Adapted from [2]

and touch. For example, spatialized sound may be used to

provide direction such as sound growing louder as the user

approaches [4]. Within VR environments, haptic devices

allow users to touch surfaces, grasp and move virtual objects,

possibly obtaining feedback/reactions them [5], [6].

In VR, the user undergoes an immersion or the psy-

chological experience of loosing himself in the computer

(digitally) generated environment (virtual space or world)

that may be sometimes modeled after or based on an existing

(real) environment. In such virtual world(s), everything is

possible as typical laws of physics such as gravity and time

may be modified or eliminated completely and the users

can (within its confines) overcome limitations that were

previously imposed by the physical world [7].

[8] classified VR into non, semi and fully immersive sys-

tems, according to the degree of immersion experienced by

the users. In non-immersive VR systems, users do not have

a stereo view and/or experience of the virtual environment.

Semi-immersive VR systems provide a bigger view of the

computer generated environment mainly through use of a

large screen device or special eye-wear (or goggles), com-

monly combined with special input devices such as wands,

gloves or controllers. Fully-immersive VR systems provide

a total (3D) view of the computer generated environment

obtained using multiple large screen devices or special eye-

wear along with special input devices such as touch-screens,

wands,gloves and controllers.

Figure 2 shows two different examples of VR envi-

ronments, the first represents an indoor environment with

various bits of furniture including chairs, a sofa and a

painting, while the second is an outdoor view of a well

developed water-front.

In many VR systems as discussed in Section II, full

immersion occurs when all references to the real world

environment are completely removed by housing the user

in specially designed Cave Automatic Virtual Environment

(CAVE) environments(s) or using special head-mounted

displays (HMD) (helmet devices with mounted displays) for

mobility. This paper discusses obtaining similar heightened

(fully) immersive experience using mixed-reality technology

and Section III presents the development, limitations of a

Figure 2. Examples of VR environments. [9]

fully immersive mixed-reality cubicle and results of a joint

study on familiarity with both VR and AR technologies

at two different academic institutions, while Section IV

concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORKS

There are already, many diverse applications of VR tech-

nology in various sectors; for example, [8] reported that,

it has been used as a platform to study the behaviour (of

humans) in a controlled environment or the differences in

behaviour between the controlled environment and the real

physical world. It has also been used as a platform for

teaching specialized procedures to pilots [10] and doctors

[11] without the associated risks involved in a real environ-

ment. In the education sector, there are on-line resources

that use non-immersive VR related techniques to provide

several chemistry laboratory experiments/exercises , as well

as, simulation of a chemistry laboratory through use of rich

media powered by JavaScript [12].
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In civil engineering, building technology and architecture,

VR based prototyping is also commonly used to provide a

3D view (or 3D printed model) of objects with varying levels

of abstraction [13].

Virtual reality is used in the gaming industry (massive on-

line role playing games), where it is used to provide the in-

teractive display of 3D objects. Both Two Dimensional (2D)

and 3D visualization/animation (sometimes from VR) play

increasingly important roles in scientific research especially

those involving modeling and simulation. VR is also used

on-line, however, the full potential (or immersive nature) of

VR is not possible when using the traditional User Interface

(UI) of end-user computers.

A. Cave Automatic Virtual Environment (CAVE)

In most implementations of CAVEs, the walls (including

floor and ceiling) are replaced by large (wall-sized) dis-

plays or projection screens arranged such that the computer

generated (virtual) environment is projected all around the

user. Within CAVEs, VR systems also have to track and

respond to, the user’s physical orientation, movements and

gestures. Sometimes, this may involve the use of special

hand-gloves or body suits suitable for tracking movements

in very fine detail. At other times, this may involve the use

of suitable sensors. A good example is the CAVE room-

sized VR system of [14]. Another example is the Wall-sized

Interaction with Large Datasets (WILD) room [15]. Where

a wall-sized display is combined with a multitouch table

and various mobile devices specifically to help scientists

collaborate on the analysis of large and complex datasets

[16]. In WILD, the CAVE room could be used by a group

of microbiologist (co-located inside the CAVE) to study

how one molecule docks with another and interactively

and seamlessly switch between several 3D representations,

different molecular models, online databases, websites and

research articles along with the ability to collaborate with

remote colleagues [15].

B. Mixed reality and mobile devices

The Augmented Reality (AR) form of mixed-reality is al-

ready present in many every-day applications, that are loca-

tion or context aware, including the live-television broadcast

of sports events [17] as it provides new ways of showing

relationships and connections in the real world [18]. [19]

shows the use of augmented reality in education and [20]

reported examples of AR applications from specific domains

such as architecture and tourism, that engage the user in an

exploratory role (like in games) aimed at the discovery of

additional material or content.

We shall consider the application of AR via (or to)

mobile platforms including head-mounted devices, smart-

phones and tablets, focusing on the latter two as most smart-

phones and tablet (or mobile) devices contain three basic

feedback-to-user channels which are sound speaker(s), a

display screen and the ability to vibrate, which may be

used for providing auditory, visual and haptic based AR

respectively. Mobile devices also contain one or more of the

following sensors: microphone, multi-touch input (display),

camera, location (gps), accelerometer (for acceleration, ro-

tation or orientation), ambient light level, which may be

used to aid the augmentation process. For example, move-

ments, gestures, physical orientation (roll, height, shaking)

of the mobile device can be translated into powerful Human

Computer Interface (HCI) interactions within a mixed-reality

environment.

The low-computational power of mobile devices has

implications for high-speed image processing (detection)

required for tracking a marker, the process may be slower

for partially visible markers. In AR, virtual objects are

defined by shape-files that are rendered in 3D by a suitable

graphics library or engine that also provide the ability to

scale objects. In a technique used in mobile AR, the marker

image is decomposed into unique set(s) of simple shapes and

angles, which is then registered or encoded within the AR

application as the marker. At run-time, high-speed marker

recognition is based on real-time decomposition of images

followed by partial grey-scale pattern matching against the

registered set(s). The inclusion of angles allows the identi-

fication of the marker at different distances, resolutions and

angles from the camera

Many of the existing examples of mixed-reality on mobile

platforms focus on using AR in providing passive infor-

mation (text, audio and video overlays) to users based on

input from sensors about physical location, movement and

gestures. However, other works such as [21] document the

use of Augmented Virtuality (AV) on mobile devices for

estimating power output of solar panels. While other works

including [22] and [23] show the use of mobile AR in

education.

III. MIXED REALITY VISUALIZATION CUBICLE

A mixed reality visualization cubicle may be created using

a spatial arrangement of multiple markers. One or more AR

markers are placed on each wall of the cubicle and each

one provides a windowed view of the virtual environment.

For example, a wall may have a single large (A3 or bigger)

image or a set of smaller (A4) images.

Figure 3 shows the AR visualization cubicle jointly de-

veloped by Santa’s Co (a software development company

from Reggio Emilia, Italy), the Ulster University (UU) and

the International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP).

The semi-immersive AR environment (cubicle) is composed

of four large A3 markers, while three were positioned

vertically, each on a separate wall (left, right and front from

perspective of a user), the fourth was placed horizontal on

the floor to provide a 180 + 90 degree seamless exploratory

view. That is, using this configuration, the cubicle may be

used to provide a 180 degree view of the virtual world in
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Figure 3. AR immersive cubicle.

the horizontal direction as well as a 90 degree angle in the

vertical direction.

A. Creating mobile Augmented Reality (mAR) applications

Figure 4 shows the technical flow-chart for the sequence

of steps implemented in a typical mixed reality (AR) ap-

plication software. As shown, several distinct and complex

software processing steps/stages are required in AR appli-

cations, these include managing hardware-sensors such as

a hardware camera device (required for capturing a view

of the real-world), image processing/detection (required for

recognising markers), image rendering/texturizing (required

for introducing virtual objects into the view of the real

world) and a real-time event-driven programming model,

which is required for managing user input and interactions

between real-objects, virtual-objects and end-user [23].

The process of creating mixed-reality applications on

mobile devices has benefited from the introduction of stan-

dard Application Programming Interfaces (API), frameworks

and Software Development Kits (SDK) for various mobile-

device platforms. For example, developing software for

smart-phones running the Android Operating System (An-

droid) depend on the free Android SDK tools available

for various software development environment [24]. Using

frameworks such as the Android SDK simplify the software

development process because they include standardized APIs

for a wide range of hardware sensors including accelerom-

eters, gyroscopes, proximity sensors, barometers, as well

as, for handling input/output from touch-screen displays

[25] and abstract hardware while also compensating for

inconsistent behaviour by different devices (for example,

poor resolution due to distance, motion blur and poor

lighting/contrast situations) [26]. The Android SDK already

contains some limited image processing functionality that

is used exclusively for Face Detection, but this is not

usable for AR as it lacks the ability to register arbitrary

images/patterns for detection [23], however, there are several

libraries or engines that provide 3D capabilities on Android

platforms. [27] and [28] as well as other authors have used

the ”Unity3D” (game) engine for developing educational

applications, while, other authors including [29] and [30]

have combined the Vuforia AR library with other engines.

Typically, in rendering, the real-time distance between a

marker and camera lens, as well as, the relative angular

orientation of the mobile device (obtained possible from ac-

celerometer sensor) are important in computing the adequate

scale and perspective of rendered objects.

Now-a-days, there are many commercial high-level SDKs

for performing augmented reality on mobile platforms, al-

though, some are free for non-commercial use. The Android

applications presented here were developed by combining

the Android SDK with a 3rd party image-processing SDK

and another 3D rendering library/engine. In the future, it is

possible that the free Android SDK would eventually include

suitable image-processing and 3D rendering capabilities and

maybe a dedicated framework/API for AR.

Obtaining data from sensors using the Android SDK is a

relatively straight forward process as documented in [25] and

it is sometimes possible to computationally derive functional

data from sensors. For example, the common accelerometer

sensor works by detecting the inertia of a suspended mass

under the influence of acceleration and because the mass is

subjected to gravitational force, its relative position during

acceleration may be used to derive a tilt angle based on

simple trigonometric operations.

Consider the 3-axis accelerometer device shown in Figure

5a, which is composed of elastic elements and a suspended

mass. When the device is not subject to acceleration and the

suspended mass (or body) is at rest or at a zero-point. The

readings or values from the 3 elastic elements at this zero

point may be represented by X0, Y 0, Z0 respectively.

When the same accelerometer sensor is subject to an

acceleration as shown in Figure 5b, the mass is displaced

from its zero point and the readings from the elastic elements

may be represented by X1, Y 1 and Z1 respectively.

A reasonably accurate single-axis tilt-angle of the mass

with respect to the original position (Figure 5a) may be

determined mathematically from the trigonometric (tangent)

relationship of the other two axis (elastic elements) [31].

That is, calculating the tilt angle of the X axis would be

carried out as follows:

tan θx =
Z1

Y 1
(3)

or

θx = arctan

(
Z1

Y 1

)
(4)

In Equations (3) and (4), θx is in radians.

In practice, the readings from the accelerometer could be

quite erratic and it is usual to stabilize the values using a

filtering factor k such that Equations (3) and (4) become
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Figure 4. Technical flowchart for video see-through augmented reality on mobile devices [23]

(a) No acceleration (b) Under acceleration

Figure 5. Accelerometer mass

tan θx =
Z1(k) + Z0(1− k)

Y 1(k) + Y 0(1− k)
(5)

and

θx = arctan

(
Z1(k) + Z0(1− k)

Y 1(k) + Y 0(1− k)

)
(6)

Practically the value of the filtering factor was determined

as 0.98f (where f enforces IEEE single-precision float).

Equation (6) may be implemented by the following pseudo-

code function, which would accept a 3-axis accelerometer

reading and return the corresponding tilt angle values in

degrees.

Vec to r3 a c c e l T o A n g l e s B y G r a v i t y ( )
{

f l o a t aX = X1 ;
f l o a t aY = Y1 ;
f l o a t aZ = Z1 ;
f l o a t k = 0 . 9 8 f ;

aX = ( X1 ∗ k ) + ( f l o a t ) ( X0 ∗ ( 1 . 0 − k ) ) ;

aY = ( Y1 ∗ k ) + ( f l o a t ) ( Y0 ∗ ( 1 . 0 − k ) ) ;
aZ = ( Z1 ∗ k ) + ( f l o a t ) ( Z0 ∗ ( 1 . 0 − k ) ) ;

r e t u r n new Vec to r3 (
Mathf . Atan ( aX / aY )∗Mathf . Rad2Deg ,
Mathf . Atan ( aY / aZ )∗Mathf . Rad2Deg ,
Mathf . Atan ( aZ / aY )∗Mathf . Rad2Deg ) ;

}
The development of a mixed-reality visualization cubicle

involved the spartial placement of markers on each face of

a cubicle as shown in Figure 3. Where each marker is part

of a coordinated set and individually provides a windowed

view of a virtual environment as shown in Figure 6.

B. Limitation

The cubicle provides a fully immersive experience if

used with suitable AR goggles or head-mounted devices.

Tablets and normal smart-phones alone provide a windowed

semi-immersive view. The standard dimensions of a typical

cubicle does not allow for group visualizations or use.
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Figure 6. mobile device view inside immersive mixed-reality (AR) cubicle.

Table I
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS

Profile Percentage(%)
Gender
Male 75.97
Female 19.48
Data not provided 04.55
Departments
Computational Science 08.44
Computer Science 35.71
Computer Engineering 04.55
Engineering 26.62
Mathematics 03.90
Physics 16.23
Data not provided 04.55

Even if extra large cubicles are used, users usually work

individually or in groups sometimes with individual view

points of a common physical object or marker [32].

C. Familiarity with VR and AR

Anonymous feedback was obtained from 150 aca-

demicians (students and researchers) from the Obafemi

Awolowo University, Nigeria and the Addis Ababa Univer-

sity, Ethiopia alongside exposure to mobile AR technology.

The consenting adult volunteers, who participated without

incentives, risks and disadvantages in the international study

were informed of the purpose, confidentiality of the study

and the intended use of the collected data.

Table II
RESPONDENT’S FAMILIARITY WITH VR AND AR TECHNOLOGIES

Response VR (%) AR (%)
No 34.43 35.32
Don’t think so 10.60 8.67
Don’t know 13.91 24.67
Maybe 12.58 12.67
Yes 28.48 18.67

Table I shows resulting distribution of the study popula-

tion across the selected disciplines of natural sciences and

engineering. About 74% were undergraduate students and

only 19% were female. As shown in Table II, participants

were asked if they have used either Virtual Reality (VR) and

Augmented Reality (AR) technologies.

The collected data show less than 30% had used VR

environments compared with less than 20% who had used

AR and suggest that VR systems are more readily available

when compared with AR systems. Although, the mean age

was between 21 - 24 years, about 70% of respondents were

also first-time users of either VR and AR technologies.

The results obtained are consistent with the findings of

[33] and [34] that educational use and research on aug-

mented reality is still not common despite their continued

classifications as emerging technologies [35] with enormous

promise for educational use [34], [36]

It is possible that mixed reality cubicles as discussed in
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this paper would improve knowledge about both AR and VR

technologies.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the implementation of a mixed-

reality visualization cubicle based on mobile Augmented

Reality (AR) technology. The implementation uses spatially

arranged AR markers to provide features typically available

within Virtual Reality (VR) CAVEs. We discuss the cost-

effective creation of mixed reality applications for com-

modity mobile Information and Communication Technology

(ICT) devices (smart-phone and tablet) as hardware are

readily affordable/available to all and include a study of

familiarity with VR and AR technologies in academic envi-

ronments. Future work include the creation of an Experience

Lab by the Artificial Intelligence and Applications Research

Group at Ulster University, that involve the deployment of

several enhanced mixed-reality visualization cubicles at Ul-

ster University and the ICTP. Enhancements would involve

using suitable head and chest-mounted mobile devices for

visualizing and exploring fully-immersive AR environments

and supporting joint visualizations and explorations by users

in different geographically separate locations. Applications

for the Experience Lab would include creating visual-

experiential presence during videoconferencing meetings,

immersive exploration of cities or tourism sites and the

creation and use of “smart” AR markers based on Internet

of Things (IoT) or similar sensors.
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